
 
 

US House presses toward crucial climate bill vote 

25 June 2009 19:49  [Source: ICIS news] 

WASHINGTON (ICIS news)--US House leaders are pressing for a vote on Friday on the controversial and 

massive climate change bill, Capitol Hill sources said on Thursday, fearing that support for the measure is weakening even 
among Democrats. 

Approved by the House Energy and Commerce Committee last month, the climate bill, HR-2454, The American Clean 
Energy and Security Act of 2009 (ACES Act), has been the subject of intense negotiations among Democrat leaders since 
then, largely over the impact the measure would have on corn-based ethanol production. 

Farm state members of Congress, led by House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin Peterson (Democrat-Minnesota), 
argued that the bill as passed by Energy and Commerce put too much cost burden on corn ethanol. 

In the compromise reached on Wednesday, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) would be barred for five years 
from calculating the indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions caused by land use diversions related to corn-for-fuel 
development. 

Had the land-use measure been allowed to stand, corn ethanol might have faced the same emissions penalties and taxes as 
regular gasoline production. 

The compromise also gives rural electric utility co-operatives a larger share of emissions permits that the bill provides for 
power generators to lessen the impact of the legislation’s cap-and-trade penalties for carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from 
power plants. 

However, even with renewed support among farm-state Democrats, the massive, 1,200-page climate bill still is broadly 
opposed by Republicans, and some Democrats remain wary of the measure because of its likely costs to industry and 
consumers. 

The US chemicals industry along with other manufacturers, energy firms, utilities and other business interests are 
generally opposed to the bill. 

Nor are environmentalists entirely happy with the bill, with, for example, the Centre for Biological Diversity arguing that 
the mandatory emissions reductions in HR-2454 are too modest and the number of caveats - emissions credits to utilities 
and others - are too many, rendering the measure meaningless in terms of reversing global warming. 

With Congress set for a one-week recess next week for the US Independence Day holiday (4 July), Democrat leaders in the 
House want a full floor vote on the climate bill on Friday, Saturday at the latest. 

Sources say the leadership is worried that when members of Congress are in their home districts next week, they may 
encounter growing popular opposition to the climate bill over its likely impact on electric energy and transportation fuel 
prices and resulting increases in almost everything else that is produced with or delivered by energy. 

Consequently, if the climate bill is not voted on and passed before Sunday this week, members of Congress returning from 
their week-long visit with home district voters might be much less willing to support the measure. 

Even if it passes in the House this week, the climate measure still faces reconciliation with as yet unfinished energy 
legislation in the Senate. 
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